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CATS ILLUSTRATED  
Harvey and Makenna are definitely in love! 

	 Just recently, Makenna has displayed a beautiful act of love toward 
Harvey, by sitting near his sleeping form. This has confirmed that Makenna is 
in love with Harvey!


	 “This just put it over the top,” says North, a multi - species 
behaviorist, “this has been highly suspected for a while, but not confirmed. 
Any scientist, behaviorist, or any other cat would say that Harvey and 
Makenna are in love.”


	 A whole lot of cats are very happy for Harvey and Makenna, including 
Harvey’s kittens, North, Reposado, Juliet, and Coffee. You can’t know Harvey  
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Image above - 
Makenna sitting near 
Harvey’s sleeping 
form. 
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without loving him, so his gains in life feel like 
your own. Harvey has already received 14 care 
packages, and 32 dollars. 


	 As a gift, Makenna is buying Harvey and 
her and North and Harvey’s other kittens a home 
if they want it. She just wants Harvey to feel at 
home and comfortable. In the photo on the left, 
Makenna is trying sleeping with her family. 
Harvey takes up half the space, leaving North, 
Makenna, and Reposado to share the other half, 
as in the image on the right. 


	 Because she is joining a new family, 
Makenna is doing her best to get used to some 
of Harvey’s family customs. First of all, everyone 
takes turns doing the dishes, even the adults. 
Makenna always did the dishes back home, so 
she had to get used to people doing it for her. 
Second, every cat sleeps in the same bed. 
Makenna usually had a bed to her own, and no 
one was snoring like Harvey. Makenna is doing 
her best to try to fit in to Harvey’s family lifestyle. 


	 Makenna likes to sleep in until 8:00, 
because her job is from home, like Harvey, who is a therapist who works in 
his own home. Unfortunately, every cat gets up earlier than her at 6:00, 6:30, 
at every other half hour interval. It is hard for Makenna to sleep in when every 

when any cat moves, the whole bed shakes 
and the blanket moves, because all of the cats 
sleep in the same bed. Harvey and his kittens 
are used to in, but Makenna is not. 


	 Because she is now part of the family, 
Makenna wants to know more about what 
Harvey does for a living. She knows that he is a 
therapist, and she agrees that it is a suitable job 
for him because Harvey is an old gentle cat, 
who you can’t know without loving him. He is 
the perfect therapy cat that you will meet. 
Makenna is a lucky cat to have him as a mate. 


	 Subscribe again to see how Makenna is fitting in with Harvey’s family!	
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Image above - Harvey, 
Makenna, North, and 
Reposado in the same 
cupboard. 

“I’m feeling on 
edge because I 
don’t want to 
mess up my 
relationship with 
Harvey! 

- MAKENNA, WHO HAS BEEN 
LOOKING NERVOUS FOR A WHILE
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